See below for the Intelligence Studies Section program at the International Studies Association (ISA) conference, 22-25 February 2017 in Baltimore, Maryland.

The Intelligence Studies Section is one of 30 thematic sections that make up the ISA, has approximately 350 members, and has been sponsoring research about intelligence as a function of government since the mid-1980s. Additional information can be found here: http://www.isanet.org/ISA/Sections/ISS.aspx

This Intelligence Studies Section content (4 straight days...30 panels and roundtables) is one small part of ISA’s much larger conference. The full conference program is over 200 pages; find details at the full conference website here: http://www.isanet.org/Conferences/Baltimore-2017

As the chair of the Intelligence Studies Section, if you have any questions please contact me at marrinsp@jmu.edu or spm8p@yahoo.com

Regards,
Stephen Marrin
James Madison University
http://www.isat.jmu.edu/people/marrin.html
https://jmu.academia.edu/StephenMarrin

WEDNESDAY 22 FEBRUARY

CAREER COURSE: Wednesday 8:15 AM-12:15 PM
Intelligence Analysis as Discovery of Evidence, Hypotheses, and Arguments: Connecting the Dots

This course teaches the evidential and inferential issues involved in “connecting the dots” to draw defensible and persuasive conclusions from masses of evidence of all types, in a world that is changing all the time. To facilitate the understanding of these issues and enable the performance of complex analyses, the course also introduces an intelligent analytical tool (Disciple-CD) for evidence-based hypotheses analyses. The course will be taught with many exercises, in a style congenial to the interests of a broad audience, regardless of its prior background and training. It will also discuss how various university or professional development courses may integrate modules with some of the presented topics.

The instructor--Dr. Gheorghe Tecuci—is Professor of Computer Science and Director of the Learning Agents Center (LAC) in the Volgenau School of Engineering of George Mason University (GMU), Member of the Romanian Academy, and former Chair of Artificial Intelligence in the Center for Strategic Leadership of the U.S. Army War College. Because of their limited availability, courses require a separate fee of $25.00 per attendee. All career course attendees must also be registered for the Annual Convention.

For more, see: http://www.isanet.org/Conferences/Baltimore-2017/Program/Career-Courses
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WA22: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Watching the Watchers: Accountability and Ethics in Intelligence  
Chair and Disc. Peter Gill (University of Liverpool)  
Recent Changes to Canada’s Governance of National Security: Will they Produce better Oversight and Accountability?  
Stuart Farson (Simon Fraser University)  
The New Brazilian Bill on Intelligence Operations – Challenges for Brazil in comparison with the U.S., Canada, and Argentina  
Denilson Feitoza Pacheco (INASIS - International Association for Security and Intelligence Studies)  
Is it possible a universal ethics for security and intelligence services?  
Fernando Velasco (Rey Juan Carlos University)  
Openness: The 30-year Rule and beyond  
Melina Dobson (University of Warwick)  
Still watching the watchers: intelligence oversight reform in the UK, Canada and New Zealand  
Andrew Defty (University of Lincoln)

WB45: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Five Eyes Wide Shut: Working Intelligence Beyond the 'West'  
Chair Matthew D. Crosston (Bellevue University, International Security and Intelligence Studies)  
Disc. Darius E. Watson (Bellevue University)  
Nigerian Intelligence Dilemmas: Dealing with Chaos from Within and Without  
Joseph Akpan (National Institute for Policy and Strategic Studies, Kuru, Nigeria)  
Intelligence in an Age of Disruption and Transparency: Searching for a Principle of Comparative Intelligence Studies  
Kevin O’Connell (Georgetown University) and Jeffrey Rogg (The Ohio State University)  
How Does Turkish Intelligence Work?  
Musa Tuzuner (Mercyhurst University) and Sumeyra Tuzuner (Columbia University)  
Between Hogwarts and Yoda: Western Analysis of Non-Western Intelligence Communities  
Matthew D. Crosston (Bellevue University, International Security and Intelligence Studies)  
Classifying political regime types and intelligence practices  
Matthias Adriaan van den Berg (North West University (NWU))

WB46: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Intelligence Democratization: The Impact of Archive Openings & Committees of Truth and Reconciliation  
Chair Cris Matei (Naval Postgraduate School)  
Disc. Mark Phythian (University of Leicester)  
Disc. Thomas C. Bruneau (Naval Postgraduate School)  
Fostering Intelligence Transparency in New Democracies: The Influence of Archives & Committees of Truth and Reconciliation  
Cris Matei and Thomas C. Bruneau (Naval Postgraduate School), and  
Andres de Castro Garcia (Universidad Técnica del Norte (UTNEcuador))  
Shaping Post-Communist Romania's Intelligence Culture: The Role of the Securitate Archives  
Irena Chiru (National Intelligence Academy)  
South Africa's Intelligence Democratization: Dealing with the Past  
Stephane J. Lefebvre (Carleton University)  
Intelligence, Democracy, and Human Rights: The Role of Committees of Truth and Reconciliation in Latin America  
Eduardo E. Estevez (Foundation for Economic Studies and Public Policy (FEEPP))  
Alejandra Otamendi (University of Buenos Aires (UBA) and L’École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales)  
Intelligence for the people?: “Leaking”, media organizations, and the challenges of the informational mode of power  
Julian von Bargen (York University)
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LUNCHTIME: Wednesday 12:30 PM-1:30 PM

Intelligence Studies Section Business Meeting
The business of the Section is conducted over lunch. All attendees are welcome.

WC36: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Intelligence in the Big Data Age
Chair Aaron B. Frank (RAND Corporation)
Disc. Julian J. Richards (University of Buckingham)
Assessing Threat Potential in Calls for Leaderless Resistance
Daniel S. Gressang (US Department of Defense)
Organizing for Data Science at DIA
Aaron B. Frank (RAND Corporation)
Mapping Big Data Analytics to the Intelligence Process
Damien Van Puyvelde (The University of Texas at El Paso)
Policing the Future With Big Data: Normative Frameworks, Stakeholders and Imaginaries
Anno Bunnik (Liverpool Hope University)
Intelligence Challenges on Identifying Terrorist Behavior Patterns on Internet Social Networks: a Brazilian perspective Renato Freitas (INASIS - International Association for Security and Intelligence Studies)

WC37: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Fusing Intelligence in the 21st Century: Overcoming Challenges in Intelligence Sharing
Chair Niculae Iancu (Romanian Domestic Intelligence Service (SRI))
Disc. Stephen Marrin (James Madison University)
Instrumentalization of Intelligence Cooperation in Foreign Affairs
Elena-Daniela Baches (Mihai Viteazul National Intelligence Academy, Brunel University)
A network of peers? Lessons from the official establishment of a French Intelligence Community and resistance to change in the context of the 2015 terrorist attacks
Olivier Chopin (Sciences Po Paris - EHESS)
The Paris and Brussels Attacks: Were They Really an Intelligence Failure?
Emmanuel Karagiannis (King’s College London)
Looking at Intelligence Cooperation through American Lenses
Joel Shapiro (National Intelligence University)
Combating Hybrid Groups: An Alternative International Approach
Donald Pinkston (National Defense University and US Department of State)

WC44: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
The New Intelligence Transparency and Implications for Intelligence Education
Chair William C. Spracher (National Intelligence University)
Part. Bob de Graaff (Utrecht University)
Part. David Strachan-Morris (University of Leicester)
Part. Michael Landon-Murray (University of Colorado, Colorado Springs)
Part. Larry A. Valero (University of Texas at El Paso)
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WD39: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
International Intelligence Cooperation
Chair Elena-Daniela Baches (Mihai Viteazul National Intelligence Academy, Brunel University)
Disc. Stephane J. Lefebvre (Carleton University)
Trained to Share? The Role of Training on Intelligence Process within UN Peacekeeping
Sarah-Myriam Martin-Brule (Bishop's University)
Personal Data Protection and Intelligence Sharing: The case of EU and Turkey
Akin Unver (Kadir Has University)
Not Sharing Is Caring: Canadian Metadata, the NSA, and Signaling Competence
Steven Loleski (University of Toronto)
Cyberspace as a realm for intelligence cooperation – Is technology the driving factor?
Verena Diersch (University of Cologne)
Leveraging a Liaison: Compliance Bargaining and US-Ethiopian Intelligence Cooperation
Sobukwe Odinga (City University of New York Graduate Center)

EVENING: Wednesday 7:00 PM – 8:30 PM
Intelligence Studies Section Distinguished Scholar Reception, Honoring Richard Aldrich

THURSDAY 23 FEBRUARY

TA16: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Intelligence Foresight: What Demographic and Environmental Drivers Can Tell Policymakers about the Next Two Decades
Chair Gregory F. Treverton (National Intelligence Council)
Disc. Geoffrey D. Dabelko (Ohio University)
Water Scarcity, Instability and Violent Extremism in Nigeria
Marcus D. King (The George Washington University, Elliott School)
Determining Demographic Destiny in the 21st Century.
Jennifer Sciubba (Rhodes College)
The Future of Environmental Insecurity: Predictions for the Coming Quarter Century
Piotr Zagorowski (US Army)
Migration and its Alternative Futures for Europe
Roger George (Occidental College)
Foresight in Age-structural Time: Gauging the Future Using the Demographic Life Cycle of the State.
Richard Cincotta (The Stimson Center)

TA36: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Criminal Intelligence, Local Intelligence
Chair Julian J. Richards (University of Buckingham)
Disc. David Strachan-Morris (University of Leicester)
Fifteen Years After 9/11: The Status of Local Intelligence Sharing
Terry C. Quist (U.S. Army)
Out of the shadows and into the dark: The decline of covert policing and the threat to community safety.
Ian P. Stanier (University of Portsmouth)
Intelligence Law: A Field Essay
Tobias Gibson (Westminster College)
The role of state intelligence in cases of suspected financing of terrorist organizations by money due to practices of white-collar crime. Patricia Carvalho (INASIS - International Association for Security and Intelligence Studies)

Information current as of 2 December 2016
TA59: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Into the Storm: intelligence and crisis in changing democracies - case studies from Argentina, Chile and Brazil

Chair Denilson Feitoza Pacheco (INASIS-International Association for Security and Intelligence Studies)
Disc. Cris Matei (Naval Postgraduate School)
The watchers of Janus: Changes and Challenges for Intelligence Oversight in Brazil
Joanisval B. Goncalves (International Association for Security and Intelligence Studies (INASIS) / Senate of Brazil)
Argentina’s intelligence democratization in the hot seat
Eduardo E. Estevez (Foundation for Economic Studies and Public Policy (FEEPP))
Intelligence and its legislative control.
Carolina Sancho (ANEPE) and Russell Swenson (National Intelligence University)
Strategic Intelligence: analytical tools and institutional challenges in Brazil and Chile
Marco A. C. Cepik (Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul)
The role of non-governmental organizations in strengthening intelligence and security
Jussara Machado (INASIS - International Association for Security and Intelligence Studies)

TB40: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Human vs. Technical Intelligence Gathering: Is it an either/or issue and what is effective?
Chair Kristie Macrakis (Georgia Tech)
Disc. Mark Stout (Johns Hopkins University)
The Role of Signals Intelligence in the Emerging Threat Environment
William J. Lahneman (Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University)
Tech Stars on the Wall: The Human Cost of Intelligence Technology
Nicholas Dujmovic (Catholic University of America)
Technophilic Hubris and Espionage Styles
Kristie Macrakis (Georgia Tech)
Combining Collection Methods Pays Rewards
Brian O’Connor (Retired CIA)
The Promise and Performance of Biometrics in Combating Terrorism
John Woodward (Boston University)
TB66: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
From Lewis Caroll through the Beatles to George Harrison: how should intelligence agencies find the right road?
Chair Julian J. Richards (University of Buckingham)
Disc. Irena Chiru (National Intelligence Academy)
Anticipating Future Intelligence Ethics Challenges
Mary Manjikian (Regent University)
“I want it all”: the fallacy of the “trade-off between Privacy and Security” Joseph A. Cannataci (University of Groningen & University of Malta & UN Special Rapporteur on the right to Privacy)
Designing intelligence organizations: Back to the drawing board?
Aitana Bogdan (University of Malta)
Are we truly the “free and enlightened”? What the MAPPING project reveals about privacy online and surveillance Christian Hawellek (LUH)
Oversight, democracy and intelligence governance
Cris Matei (Naval Postgraduate School)

LUNCHTIME: Thursday 12:30 PM-1:30PM
Intelligence Studies Section Early Career Scholar Group Meeting

TC38: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Intelligence History
Chair Nicholas Dujmovic (Catholic University of America)
Disc. Mark Stout (Johns Hopkins University)
Intelligence Failures: A Lesson in Analysis and Decision Making
Melissa A. Graves (The Citadel) and Wesley Yates (University of Mississippi)
Mind Games: Cognitive Bias, US Intelligence and the 1968 Soviet Invasion of Czechoslovakia
Melanie Brand (University of Melbourne)
The Dragon Lady & The Beast of Kandahar: hypotheses on current U.S. aerial drone surveillance policy based on a comparison of the 1960 U-2 crash with the 2011 RQ-170 crash
Leah Ruckle (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Clear and present danger: British and US intelligence and changing international strategic threats in the twentieth century
Calder Walton (Harvard University, Kennedy School of Government)
Seek, and Ye Shall Find: The Push and Pull of Intelligence on Covert Nuclear Programs
Cullen Nutt (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

TC42: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Counterintelligence and Security
Chair Joe Wippl (Boston University)
Disc. Daniel S. Gressang (US Department of Defense)
Double Agents in China: Historical Practice and Theoretical Conception
Ralph Sawyer (Independent Scholar)
Russian human intelligence activities in the West
Paul Boxer (Brunel University)
Counterintelligence against Biopiracy in Amazon
YARA Rebeca Albuquerque Marinho de Paula (INASIS)
Security and Digital Literacy
Mireille Radoi ("Carol I" Central University Library Bucharest)
Online Political Trickery, Gaming, and Sabotage from an International Comparative Perspective: Potential Impacts on Democracy and Cybersecurity Jo Ann Oravec (Univ of Wisconsin at Whitewater)
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TD53: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Intelligence Cooperation in Cold War Alliances and in Today's Globalizing World  
Chair and Disc. Michael Warner (US Department of Defense)  
Paul Maddrell (Loughborough University)  
A Review and Assessment of Non-Western Intelligence Cooperation Mechanisms  
Stephane J. Lefebvre (Carleton University)  
International Intelligence Liaison: An Agent for Change in World Politics  
Adam Svendsen (Intelligence and Defense Strategist, Educator and Consultant)  
Intelligence: Divorced from Policy or Part of Policy? Problems in Europe  
Joe Wippl (Boston University)  
The Secret Empire of UKUSA Sigint: GCHQ in Sri Lanka, Cyprus, Diego Garcia, Ascension Island and Hong Kong  
Richard James Aldrich (University of Warwick)  
Information Insecurity? - Evolution and expansion of Russian signals intelligence machinery  
Paul Boxer (Brunel University)

TD64: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Intelligence in the Domestic Environment  
Chair and Disc. Joseph Helman (Office of the Director of National Intelligence & New York University)  
The History of Collecting Intelligence in the Domestic Environment  
John Fox (Federal Bureau of Investigation)  
The US Domestic Intelligence Enterprise  
Darren Tromblay (Federal Bureau of Investigation)  
What Studying Past Intelligence Might Tell Us About the Future  
James Breckenridge (Mercyhurst University)  
Leadership in Domestic Intelligence  
Melissa A. Graves (The Citadel)  
Domestic Intelligence at the End of the Cold War  
Raymond Batvinis (Indepedent)

EVENING: Thursday 7:30 PM – 8:30 PM  
Pherson Associates Reception

FRIDAY 24 FEBRUARY

FA03: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Intelligence Theory: What is it Good For?  
Chair and Disc. Gregory F. Treverton (National Intelligence Council)  
The way ahead in explaining intelligence systems and process  
Peter Gill (University of Liverpool)  
Evaluating Intelligence Theories: Current State of Play  
Stephen Marrin (James Madison University)  
Future Directions in Intelligence Theory  
Kevin O'Connell (Georgetown University)  
Intelligence and the Liberal Conscience  
Mark Phythian (University of Leicester)  
Intelligence Is as Intelligence Does  
Mark Stout (Johns Hopkins University) and Michael Warner (US Department of Defense)
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FB14: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Embassy Wars: Espionage and Contested Space
Chair Richard James Aldrich (University of Warwick)
Disc. Mark Stout (Johns Hopkins University) and David Gioe (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)
Last to Leave: Intelligence, Frank Snepp and the Fall of the US Embassy in Saigon
Christopher R. Moran (Warwick University)
Intelligence, Terrorism and Liaison: Middle Eastern embassies in the Eastern Bloc
Daniela Richterova (University of Warwick)
Zakia Shiraz (University of Leicester)
The Unstable Watch Tower: America’s Cairo Embassy and the Egyptian Leadership
Dina Rezk (University of Warwick)
Beijing 1967: An Embassy in Flames
Nikita Shah (University of Warwick)

FC18: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
ISA CryptoParty
Chair Leonie Maria Tanczer (Queen's University Belfast)
Part. Thomas Rid (War Studies, King's College London)
Part. Amalia Campos-Delgado (Queen's University Belfast)
Part. Stefania Milan (The Citizen Lab, University of Toronto)

FC43: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Intelligence Education
Chair Larry A. Valero (University of Texas at El Paso)
Disc. Michael Landon-Murray (University of Colorado, Colorado Springs)
Militarized Majors: Dissecting Academic Animosity toward Intelligence Studies
Matthew D. Crosston (Bellevue University, International Security and Intelligence Studies)
Teaching Structured Analytic Techniques in an Asynchronous Environment
Mary C. Boardman (Forum Foundation for Analytic Excellence)
Setting-up a European education-intelligence partnership to counter intangible threats
Elena-Daniela Baches (Mihai Viteazul National Intelligence Academy, Brunel University)
Designing Intelligence Higher Education Programs in the Knowledge Society. Key Case Studies from USA and UE
Marian Sebe (National Intelligence Academy)
Historical Case Studies in Intelligence Education: Pedagogical Imperatives, Avoidable Pitfalls
Joseph Caddell (National Intelligence University)

FD47: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The Limits of Reason: Social Sciences and Intelligence Performance
Chair and Disc. Mark Phythian (University of Leicester)
Social Science Research and Intelligence
Cathryn Thurston (National Intelligence University)
Complex Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield: An Effort to Operationalize the Integration of Political Theory to Improve Analysis Across the Intelligence Enterprise
Piotr Zagorowski (US Army) and Thomas Pike (US Army)
Redefining the Intelligence Skill Set through the Prism of an Output- Based Model
Aleksandra Maria Bielska (i-intelligence GMBH)
The Limits of Reason: Effects of Secret versus Open-Source Information on Intelligence Professionals' Cognition and Reasoning
Tore Pedersen and Pia Jansen (Norwegian Defence Intelligence School)
Intelligence and Epistemology - Some philosophical problems to be solved
Giangiuseppe Pili (Vita-Salute San Raffaele University, Milan (Italy))
SATURDAY 25 FEBRUARY

SA53: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The Covert Action Question: Then and Now
Chair Tobias Gibson (Westminster College)
Disc. Richard James Aldrich (University of Warwick)
Disruption and Deniable Interventionism: Explaining the Appeal of Covert Action and Special Forces in Contemporary British Policy
Rory Cormac (University of Nottingham)
Latin-American Guerrillas 2.0: Propaganda, Information and the Use of Intelligence Institutions.
Humberto Hinestrosa (Brunel University)
Targeting the Drone Strikes: Evaluating the CIA’s Eye in The Sky
Jared Dmello (University of Massachusetts, Lowell)
Democratic Interference
Katherine Welch (Cornell University)
Turkish Covert Ops: Now and Then
Egemen Bezcì (Stockholm University Institute for Turkish Studies)

SA63: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Warning, Anticipation and Trust in Intelligence
Chair John A. Gentry (Georgetown University)
Disc. Erik Dahl (Naval Postgraduate School)
Who’s Leading the Convoy: Time Pressure, Uncertainty, and Trust in Data in Student and Military Samples
William A. Boettcher (North Carolina State University)
Strategic Warning Intelligence Since 9/11
John A. Gentry (Georgetown University) and Joseph S. Gordon (National Intelligence University)
Using Strategic Foresight to Explore Change in IR: The Promises and Pitfalls of a “Soft” Methodology
Alex Wilner (Carleton University)
Co-constructing Anticipatory Intelligence
Kathleen M. Vogel (North Carolina State University)
Digital Messaging to Policymakers and Peers
Katherine Hibbs Pherson (Pherson Associates)

SB35: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
The Intelligence-Policy Nexus
Chair Stephen Marrin (James Madison University)
Disc. James J. Wirtz (Naval Postgraduate School)
From Assessment to Policy: the Department of State, CIA, and US Statecraft
Jonathan Acuff and Benjamin Malone (Coastal Carolina University)
Anticipatory or Reactive Intelligence? Measuring and Evaluating U.S. Intelligence Priorities in the 1960's
Adam Jungdahl (National Intelligence University)
Assessing Change: Intel in Support of Policy in Tumultuous Times
Yakov Ben-Haim (Technion-Israel Institute of Technology)
MIT-Government Relationship During the AK Party Era
Merve Seren (SETA)
Spies and their Masters. Intelligence-Policy Relations in Democratic Countries
Matteo Faini (European University Institute)
SB38: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Military Intelligence and Strategy: Concept and Practice
Disc. David Strachan-Morris (University of Leicester)
ISR, Strategy, and Intelligence Failure
Mike W. Fowler (US Air Force Academy)
Intelligence and UN Peacekeeping: A new insight into intelligence sharing for military cooperation
Benjamin Oudet (Université de Poitiers)
A Theoretical Approach to Understanding the Development of British Military Intelligence Doctrine
David Strachan-Morris (University of Leicester)
Understanding China’s Peaceful Rise Strategy: A Strategic Intelligence Analysis
Frank Fan (University of Central Florida)
The Pakistan Military’s Strategic Shift on Terrorism
Nausherwan Hafeez (University of Florida)

SB56: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Intelligence Simulations: Theory and Practice
Chair Ruben Arcos (Rey Juan Carlos University, Madrid (Spain))
Disc. William J. Lahneman (Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University)
Open source intelligence portfolio: challenging and developing intelligence production and communication skills through simulations
Ruben Arcos (Rey Juan Carlos University, Madrid (Spain))
Playing for keeps: Using simulation exercises to enable critical thinking in intelligence professionals
Idun Mostulien (Norwegian Defence Intelligence School)
Disseminating the Intelligence: a briefing exercise using Discourse Analysis
Julian J. Richards (University of Buckingham)
The Benefits and Disadvantages of Using Simulations in Intelligence Education
William J. Lahneman (Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University)
Building a ROI based alert and scenario analysis system start to finish
Nanette Bulger (Strategic and Competitive Intelligence Professionals (SCIP))

SC30: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Intelligence Theory: Where to Next?
Chair Stephen Marrin (James Madison University)
Disc. Peter Gill (University of Liverpool)
“Quo Vadis?” A comparatist meets a theorist searching for a grand theory of intelligence
Jeffrey Rogg (The Ohio State University)
Intelligence matters in the thought of the Socratic Philosophers
John Fox (Federal Bureau of Investigation)
Intelligence Theory from the Margins: Questions Ignored and Debates Not Had
Hamilton Bean (University of Colorado at Denver)
When Everything Becomes Intelligence: Machine Learning and the Connected World
Aaron F. Brantly (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)
A Theoretical Reframing of the Intelligence Policy Relation
Gunilla Eriksson (Swedish National Defense University)
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SD39: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The Issues and Ethics of Surveillance: Privacy, Security and Technology
Chair and Disc. Christopher R. Moran (Warwick University)
Collecting Information and Intelligence in the Modern Era
Jan Goldman (Tiffin University)
The Right to be Forgotten: Privacy and Secrecy in an Age of ‘Sharing
Melina Dobson (University of Warwick)
Watching You, Watching Me: The Powers of CCTV Surveillance
Claudia Hillebrand (Cardiff University)
Hackers: The Saviour or Danger to Online Privacy?
Ross W. Bellaby (University of Sheffield)
The ethics of cyber security in the Age of smartphones.
Dee Dutta (University of Warwick)

SD41: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Structured Analytic Techniques
Chair and Disc. Jeffrey Friedman (Dartmouth College)
Predicting Change: a Method ofStructured Analysis
Mike W. Fowler (US Air Force Academy)
Cognitive Biases and Intuitive Traps Most Often Encountered by Analysts: Which Structured Analytic Techniques Best Mitigate Their Impact?
Randy Pherson (Pherson Associates) and Mary C. Boardman (Forum Foundation for Analytic Excellence)
Structured Analytic Techniques Survival: Only Time will Tell.
Humberto Hinestrosa (Brunel University)
Structured Analysis with Cogent: Integrating Analyst’s Imaginative Reasoning with Computer’s Critical Reasoning
Gheorghe Tecuci, Dorin Marcu, and Mihai Boicu (George Mason University)
Do We Need to Validate the Use of Structured Analytic Techniques in Intelligence Analysis?
Noel Hendrickson (James Madison University)

SD57: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM The Role of Covert Action in International Order
Chair and Disc. Michael Warner (US Department of Defense)
A Vote for Freedom? The Effects of Partisan Electoral Interventions on Regime Type
Dov Levin (Carnegie- Mellon University)
Intervention and Secrecy in International Politics
Michael Poznansky (University of Pittsburgh)
The Effects of Covert Regime Change on Civilian Populations
Lindsey O’Rourke (Boston College)
Covert Action as an Institution of World Order?
Tarek Tutunji (Johns Hopkins University)
Hidden Hierarchies in International Relations
Jonathan N. Brown (Sam Houston State University)
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